Measuring a 90 Degree Bay Window for Blinds
Please through before measuring
You will need:-

Metal Tape Measure

Pen/Pencil & Notepad

Steps

Make a note of any obstructions such as handles.

Choice of Blind Selected

Headrail Depth

Vertical Blind 89mm/ 3.5 inches

104 mm

Vertical Blind 127 mm/ 5 inches

110 mm

Roller Blind under 2000 mm wide

65 mm

Roller Blind over 2000 mm wide

80 mm

Roller Blind Extension

65mm

Pleated Blind 20mm Regular

35mm

Pleated Extension Face Fix

72mm

Venetian Blind 16mm/ 25 mm Metal

35mm

Venetian Blind Wood Decora 25 mm/35mm/ 50mm
Sunwood
Venetian Blind Decora Wood 35mm/ 50mm
Sunwood

65mm

Venetian Wood Arena 35mm/50 mm

65mm

65mm

So, if the handle measures 40 mm you will need to add it to the headrail as per the above
chart. This will ensure that your blind does not get caught in the window handles.

Square Bay
There are three options as below:

Option 1

Check Handle depth and add to head rail depth as per table below.
Front Measurement

Right Measurement
Left Measurement

For option measure tight corner to corner and then deduct the size of the head rail depending upon the blind
selected from each of the side blinds. Use this style if you want to stop direct light from the front. It also
offers the highest level of privacy from directly in front of the window. There may be a small gap where
the side blinds meet the front blinds but this is usually obscured by the window frame at the corners.

For the drop will be ceiling to window sill/floor or from where you would like the blind to hang from to
where you would like it to finish and always select inside Recess Option.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 2 - Check Handle depth and add to head rail depth as per table below.

Front Measurement

Right Measurement

Left Measurement

For option B measure tight corner to corner and then deduct the size of the head rail from each side of the
front blind measurement and select inside recess option. Use this style to cover the side windows more

effectively. This is the best style if you want to stop direct light from the sides or to stop people looking in from the
sides. There may be a small gap where the front blinds meet the side blinds but this is usually obscured by the window
frame at the corners.

For the drop will be ceiling to window sill/floor or from where you would like the blind to hang from to
where you would like it to finish and always select inside Recess Option.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 3 Check Handle depth and add to head rail depth as per table below
For option C you will take two pieces of cardboard cut at the size of the head rail and meet them head to
head in the corner of your bay as in the picture above and then mark on the window frame where the
cardboard touches the frame.
For the drop will be ceiling to window sill/floor or from where you would like the blind to hang from to
where you would like it to finish and always select inside Recess Option.
Use this method if you do not want the wooden blinds to overlap at the corners or if you require a more symmetrical
look. There may be a small gap where the front and side blinds meet but this is usually obscured by the window frame
at the corners.

Check Handle depth and add to head rail depth as per table below

